Dear Applied Topology in Bedlewo 2013 Participants,
It is already less than two months for the conference to begin. We are really looking forward to see you all in Bedlewo. This is
last but one announcement, please read it carefully since it contains important information.
1) In this webpage you can find the list of the abstracts. If your abstract is not there and you intend to give a talk, please sent
it to me not later than Friday, June 7, 8:00 EST. This is the final deadline. Abstracts send later will not be considered. If your
abstract is there but there is any problem, please let me know. We want to point out, that all presentations which are not
invited ones will be placed in 2-3 parallel sessions. Each slot in such a session will be 20-25 min. The detailed schedule will
be available at our webpage at the end of June.
2) As you know we have a serious overbooking, therefore some participants were asked to share a room with other
participant and some of them will stay at Szablewski hotel, 2km/1.5 mile from the Conference center. To avoid any confusion,
please check your room classification (single in the Conference Center, double in the Conference Center, single in
Szablewski hotel, double in Szablewski hotel) here. If there are some problems, please let us know not later than June 15.
Also if you are traveling with accompanying person, please check if he/she is on the list (of course participants who stay in a
'single' room with accompanying person(s) will be provided with a room of suitable size even if it is classified as 'single'
room).
3) We are happy to announce, that Pavle Blagojevic, Lisbeth Fajstrup, and Rafal Komendarczyk has agreed to give an open
introductory lectures on some of the topics of the conference. The lectures will take place at Sunday 21 afternoon and
evening. The titles and the schedule of the lectures are given in below. The lectures are obligatory for all graduate students
attending the conference and highly recommended for the all younger participants. All other participants are mostly
welcome to attend.
Sunday 21
14.15- 15.45 = 2:15 - 3:45 pm -- Pavle Blagojevic, "Using equivariant topology methods in combinatorial geometry"
16.15-17.45 = 4:15 - 5:45 pm -- Rafal Komendarczyk "Knots and links in flows and fluids"
20.00- 21.30 = 8:00 - 9:30 pm -- Lisbeth Fajstrup "Concurrency and directed topology. Problems and methods".
4) We are planning to organize transfer by bus shuttles from Poznan to Bedlewo at Sunday, July 21 and from Bedlewo to
Poznan at Saturday 27 afternoon. If you want to use the transfer please let us know the time of your arrival and departure
please use the following links:
a) For arrival (Sunday, 21)
b) For departure (Saturday, 27)
As login, please put your name and your destination in Poznan. For example, the organizing committee members can put as
their login:
Waclaw Marzantowicz (Railway Station)
Grzegorz Graff (Airport)
Pawel Dlotko (Airport)
Password is optional. After clicking 'sign in' please use your mouse to point the hour of your arrival/departure. Please fill it in
no
later than by June 20. The schedule of the buses will be send in the last announcement, around the end of June.
5) The Conference Center is available for us from Sunday 21 till Saturday 27. At Sunday, 21 we will get a dinner served from
6 pm. On Saturday 27 we will be given a lunch served at 1 pm.
5) We remind that the conference fee for all guest staying in the Conference Center and guest staying in Szablewski hotel in
double
rooms is 300 Euro. For the participants staying in single rooms in Szablewski hotel the fee is 360 Euro. There is also 40 Euro
of social
fee and we kindly ask every participant to pay it. Please make sure, that the indicated amount (40 Euro for supported and
300/360+40 Euro for other participants) will be paid to the account given in below. Participants supported by the organizers
can also pay the social fee by a credit card at the time of arrival to the Conference Center.
Account for participants using PLN (Polish Zloty)
90 1060 0076 0000 3210 0014 0962
Account for participants using Euro
CODE SWIFT: BPHKPLPK PL
Account number: 17 1060 0076 0000 3210 0014 1015
The account holder: Instytut Matematyczny PAN, ul. Śniadeckich 8, 00-956 Warszawa
Bank name: Bank BPH SA Oddz. Warszawa, Aleje Jerozolimskie 27, 00-508 Warszawa
The tranfer note"Your Name & Cost of stay 21-27.07.2013 & social fee

The transfers have to be free of any processing charges, bank fees, etc. for the Mathematical Institute of Polish Academy of
Science, i.e. all costs of bank transfer are to be borne by the participant.
We are looking forward to see you in Bedlewo,
In behalf of the Organizing Committee,
Pawel Dlotko

